The equations for pair distribution functions are used to derive the multimoment hydrodynamics equations for gas mixture. The gas mixture pair distribution functions are specified. The equations for pair functions are derived directly from the general statistical mechanics concepts. The basic property of the pair functions is established. In conformity with basic property, these functions remain unchanged in time along the trajectory of the center of inertia of a pair. The basic property of the pair distribution functions reveals the existence of an infinite number of principle hydrodynamic values. Multimoment hydrodynamics equations are constructed using 3 4 L + principle hydrodynamic values, where L is the number of gas mixture components. Just these principle values specify measurable moments. The measurable moments are represented by linear combination of principle and non-principle hydrodynamic values. The general structure of constructed multimoment conservation laws is identical to the structure of appropriate multimoment conservation laws in a gas of identical particles. Each of the multimoment conservation laws is divided into two separate equations. The first group of conservation equations corresponds to convective phenomena. The second group of conservation equations corresponds to dissipative phenomena. Derived multimoment hydrodynamics equations are designed for interpreting the behavior of unstable systems. As is shown previously, classic hydrodynamics equations are incapable of reproducing flows after they lose stability. That is, the solutions to the classic hydrodynamics equations do not find the direction of instability development correctly. The possibility of improvement of classic hydrodynamics equations for a gas mixture is sought on the way toward an increase in the number of principle hydrodynamic values.
Introduction
The results of the direct numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations were evaluated against experimental data for problem of a flow around a bluff body in unstable regime (Lebed & Umanskii, 2007; Lebed, 2013) . It was revealed that calculations satisfactory reproduce all stable medium states observed experimentally. However, calculations are incapable of producing anything that corresponds to numerous unstable regimes observed along several directions of instability development.
The problems encountered by classic hydrodynamics when interpreting the unstable phenomena were not unexpected. They were predicted previously. Classic kinetics and classic hydrodynamics are direct corollaries to the first equation of the BBGKY hierarchy. The Boltzmann hypothesis of molecular chaos "Stosszahlansatz" closes kinetic equation for one-particle distribution function (Liboff, 1969) . The classic hydrodynamics equations follow directly from the Boltzmann equation and, quite naturally, involve the error inherent in the derivation of the classic kinetic equation. The physical meaning of the error introduced by the Boltzmann hypothesis into hydrodynamics was disclosed by Lebed (1995 Lebed ( , 2013 . Analysis of the properties of collision integral (Lebed, 1996a; Lebed & Umanskii, 2012) reveals the existence of an infinite number of principle hydrodynamic values. It was shown that just the Boltzmann hypothesis allowed us to construct the classic hydrodynamics equations for only three lower principle hydrodynamic values. It follows that the use of the Boltzmann hypothesis excludes higher principle hydrodynamic values from the participation in the formation of classic hydrodynamics equations.
The possibility of improvement of classic hydrodynamics equations was found by Lebed (1990) where equations for pair distribution functions were derived heuristically. The equations for pair distribution functions are direct corollaries to the second equation of the BBGKY hierarchy. The multimoment hydrodynamics equations follow directly from the equations for pair distributions functions. The multimoment hydrodynamics equations were derived for the rarefied gas of identical structureless particles by Lebed (1996a) . The formalism of Lebed (1996a) allows hydrodynamics equations to be derived with an arbitrary number of principle hydrodynamic values specified beforehand. The multimoment hydrodynamics equations are constructed using seven principal hydrodynamic values by Lebed (1996a) . Just these seven principal hydrodynamic values specify measurable moments determined by the one-particle distribution function.
The multimoment hydrodynamics equations were used to study the phenomenon of instability appearance and development in the problem of flow around a solid sphere at a wide range of Reynolds number values (Lebed, 1997; 1998; 2014a; 2014b) . It was found that solutions to these equations lead the development of instability in the direction compatible with experiment.
It was discovered that stability loss is accompanied by the appearance of uncommon acts at scenario of instability development. They are the disintegration of the Gibbs ensemble (Lebed, 1997; 2014b) , the breakage of unstable solution (Lebed, 1997; 2014b) , the movement of a system at an extremely unlikely direction described by the reverse multimoment hydrodynamics equations (Lebed, 2014b; 2014c; 2015b) .It was discovered that system entropy begins to play the key role to predict the direction of instability development. The calculation of the system evolution becomes impossible without participation of the entropy. The multimoment hydrodynamics equations find a large number of ways for system evolution. Just the entropy shows the single way, in which the system evolution goes (Lebed, 2014b; 2015b) .
The present work is devoted to the derivation of the multimoment hydrodynamics equations for the gas mixture of structureless particles. The original equations are represented in Section 2. Relations between two-particle and pair, and paired-particles distribution functions are written in Section 3. Equations represented in Section 2 are used to derive equations for pair and paired-particles distribution functions in Section 4. In Section 5, the moments of one-particle distribution function are expressed in terms of pair distribution functions. In Section 6, pair distribution functions are expended as a Grad series. Equations represented in Section 4 are invoked to derive the multimoment hydrodynamics equations in Section 7. The results of derivation are discussed in Section 8.
Original Equations
Suppose that some physical system consists of 1 N structureless particles of quality 1, 2 N structureless particles of quality 2,…, and L N structureless particles of quality L , 1 2 ... Let us describe the physical system at the statistical deterministic level of description. The N -particle distribution function contains statistical information about all N particles of the system. This information is overly detailed. The reduction of the ordinal number of particle distribution function accompanies by the loss of information about the position in phase space of the particle in turn. The N -particle distribution function obeys the Liouville equation (Liboff, 1969 ). The two-particle distribution function 2( , ) ( , , )  1  1  2  2  3  3  3  3  1,  ,  1  2 ( , , , , , , ) 0
In Equation (2.1), i m is the mass of the particle of i -quality, , i j Ф is the force of action of the particle of i -quality on the particle of j -quality. The two-particle distribution function 2( , ) 1 1 2 2 ( , , , , ) i j F t x ξ x ξ has a meaning of the probability that at some time t one particle of i -quality, say particle 1, finds itself within unit element of phase space near point 1 1 , x ξ , and another particle of j -quality, say particle 2, within unit element near point 2 2 , x ξ , regardless of the position in phase space of the remaining 2 N − particles. In the three-particle distribution function 3 ( , , )   1  1  2  2  3  3   ( , , , , , , ) i j l F t x ξ x ξ x ξ , the third particle of l -quality, 1,..., l L = , finds itself within unit element of phase space near point 3 3 , x ξ . The distribution function 2 ( , )   1 1  2  2 ( , , , , )
i j F t x ξ x ξ , i j ≠ , is non-invariant with respect to permutation of pairs of arguments 1 1 , x ξ , and 2 2 , x ξ . In the thermodynamic limit, ,
, V is the volume of the system.
The solutions to the equation (2.1) describe the system at the finest initial stage as well as at the kinetic and hydrodynamic stages (Liboff, 1969) . Passage to less detailed kinetic description stage is implemented by neglecting the information about a sharp change of the distribution functions on the initial 0 l − scale. Namely, the distribution function governed the equations of kinetic description stage, varies strongly on kinetic k l − scale. After transition to the most coarse hydrodynamic description stage the distribution function varies strongly on hydrodynamic h l − scale only. The spatial interval 0 l is identical to the characteristic radius of interparticle interaction potential d . The spatial interval k l is identical to the characteristic free path length λ . The spatial interval h l is equivalent to the characteristic spatial scale of flow h L .
In accordance with observations formed the ideas of the kinetic theory of gases on a free path, in rarefied gas at each time moment, each particle after its last collision moves toward the next collision. This means that every particle 1 in a rarefied gas simultaneously flies away from some particle 2 with which it collided last at point D ( Figure 1a ) and approaches some particle 2 with which it is to collide next at point B (Figure 1b) . = − v ξ ξ , b is the impact parameter, and ε is the azimuthal angle. If vector ρ belongs to the collision cylinder ,
If vector ρ does not extend beyond the interaction domain of two particles
d is the range of interaction potential between particles of i -and j -quality, and i, j λ is the characteristic free path length of particles of i -and j -quality. Generally, any medium particle forms a pair with every other particle. A medium therefore contains ( 1)/2 N N − pairs of particles. All these pairs are described by the 2( , )
F t x ξ x ξ function, which obeys the second equation of the BBGKY hierarchy (2.1). If a single particle 2, which either flies away from (Figure 1a) or approaches (Figure 1b) some particle 1, is selected as a partner of this particle, this pair is described by the 1,2  2,1  1  2  2 ( , )  1  1  2  2  ,  1  2  1  2   (  ) 
In Equation (2.2), coordinates and velocities of particles of all the , i j − pairs without exception, , 1,..., i j L = , have identical meanings, 1 2 , x x and 1 2 , ξ ξ . Equation (2.2) was derived for a pair in a gas of identical structureless particles (Lebed, 2015a) . The derivation by Lebed (2015a) remains true for a pair of structureless particles of i -and j -quality in a gas mixture , 1,. = − ρ x x is not located within the cylindrical volume ,
Let us switch from coordinates 1 1 2 2 , , , x ξ x ξ of two particles to phase coordinates 1 1   1  2  1  2 , , ,
Let us consider the case when coordinates and velocities of one particle of all the , i j − pairs without exception, , 1,..., i j L = , say i − particle , have identical meanings, 1 1 , x ξ . At the same time, coordinates and velocities of j − particle of each of the , i j − pairs,
, i j i j x ξ , are chosen so that the mass centre coordinates and the mass centre velocities of all the , i j − pairs without exception, , 1,..., i j L = , have identical meanings, , x G . Let us switch from phase coordinates 1 1 2 2 , , , x ξ x ξ of two particles to phase coordinates ( , ) ( , )  1  1  2  2 , , , 
In Equations (2.4), each of the
, has the same direction, 
Let us consider the case when coordinates 
Conservation of the number of imaginary points within the element of phase space yields,
Let us recast the Equation (2.2) first in terms of the 2( , ) 1 1 ( , , , , )
and then in terms of the 2( , ) ( , , , , )
In Equations (2.9) and (2.10), , ( 
and then in terms of the
2( , ) ( , , , , ) 
In particular case,
The solutions to Equations (2.2), (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) describe the system both at the initial 0 l − stage and the kinetic k l − stage. However, these solutions are not capable of describing the system at the hydrodynamic h l − stage. The reason is as follows. Let at time t particles of i − and j − quality freely flying apart after interaction with each other are separated by the limiting intermolecular distance , i j η = λ . This, generally, does not imply that at time t the particle of i − quality enters into interaction with some other particle of j − quality. However, at time t the particle of i − quality inevitably enter into interaction with some other particle of k − quality,
Analogously, let at time t particles of i − and j − quality approaching toward the interaction with each other are separated by the limiting intermolecular distance
− . This, generally, does not imply that at time t the particle of i − quality leaves the interaction with some other particle of j − quality. However, at time t the particle of i − quality inevitably leaves the interaction with some other particle of k − quality,
Let us consider the collision cylinders ,
Within the collision cylinders , i j C + and , i j C − , the solutions to Equations (2.15) are capable of describing the system at the hydrodynamic h l − stage. In analogous, let us sum up Equations (2.9) and (2.10) with respect to
Within the collision cylinders , 
,
, , , )
In accordance with Lebed (1996a) , the 
, div app pp i j pp i j F F functions, i -particle is fixed ( 1 x ), and position of j -particle in the cylindrical volumes ,
is limited by the integration limits in Equations (3.1). In accordance with Lebed (1996a) , the
, div app pp i j pp i j F F functions will be called paired-particle distribution functions. In the space regions bounded by integration limits (3.1), force terms (2.11), (2.12) should be omitted. The result is that functions 2( , )
. Now we expand the right hand sides of Equations (3.2) as a series in terms of η and substitute the resulting expansions in Equations (3.1). Integration with respect to η yields, 
By analogy with Equations (3.2) and (3.3),
Similarly, the ( , ) 
The Equations for the ( ) 2( , )
It is convincingly demonstrated that pair distribution functions div app p F and paired-particle distribution functions div app pp F slightly vary with time on the initial scale along its trajectories in a gas of identical structureless particles (Lebed, 1996a) . These conclusions remain true for a pair of structureless particles of i -and j -quality in a gas
In accordance with Lebed (1996a) , functions
2( , ) ( , , , , , , )
slightly vary with time on the initial scale along the trajectory of a center of mass, while functions
, and
vary with time on the same scale along the particle trajectory. This, generally, does not imply that on the initial scale, these functions slightly vary with space and time separately.
Let us introduce an operation of space averaging of functions within region S with characteristic linear size l , such that , Vol.8, No. 4; 2016 In view of the aforesaid, space averaged functions (3.7) slightly vary on the initial scale with space and time separately.
To establish correlations between pair and paired-particle distribution functions, the ( ) 2( , )
function should be expanded as a series of x in the vicinity of point 1
x . Let Equation (2.4) be taken into account, then,
Let , , η κ ω be the coordinates of vector ( , ) i j ρ in the Cartesian frame of reference, such that the z-axis is parallel to vector v . Now, let us integrate Equation (3.8) with respect to ( , ) i j ρ within cylindrical volume , i j C + , using Equation (3.2), and average the result over space region S ,
Values η x , κ x , ω x appearing in Equation (3.9) are the projections of vector x onto the axes of the Cartesian frame of reference. The d . This implies that the terms on the right hand side of Equation (3.9) that are proportional to κ and ω may be dropped out, because their ratio to the remaining terms is a small quantity proportional to , , ,
Integrating Equation (3.9) with respect to η and making use of Equation (3.5), one obtains,
Relationships (3.11) can be derived similarly,
Now let us derive correlations between the ( ) 2( , )
± . These correlations can be derived in much the same way as Equations (3.10) and (3.11),
In the hydrodynamic h l − stage of description, the characteristic scale of variation of space averaged distribution functions is the characteristic flow dimension h L λ  . Then, the high order expansion terms omitted from Equations (3.9)-(3.12) are of the order of
, relative to the first retained terms; thus, omitted terms corresponds to the Barnett accuracy of description (Ferziger & Kaper, 1972) .
Equations for Pair Distribution Functions and Paired-Particles Distribution Functions
Let us specify the collision cylinder max C 
Integrating Equation (2.17) with respect to ρ over cylindrical volume max С Figure 2 . Making use Equation (2.6), let us recast Equations (4.1) and (4.2) in terms of the two-particle distributions
2( , ) ( , , , , )
In Equations (4.3) and (4,4), [ , ] i j D is jakobian of the transformation (2.5). Equations (4.1) and (4.2) were derived for a pair in a gas of identical structureless particles (Lebed 2015a) . Transformations of these equations by Lebed (2015a) remain true for a pair of structureless particles of i -and j -quality in a gas mixture , 1,..., 
function in terms of the two-particle distribution function at the entrance to the domain 0 , i j C . With due regard for Equation (2.6) in Lebed (2015a) 
The first term on the right hand side of Equation (4.6) contains information, which is excessive for the kinetic stage of gas description. This is information about mutual disposition of particles in the pair contained in the ( , ) app p i j F dependence on b and ε . According to Lebed (2014c) , in order to proceed to the kinetic stage, we replace this function by its average value, ( , ) ( , ) 2 1 ( , , , ' , , ) ( , , , ' ) =
' 0 0 ( , , , ' ) = ( , , , ' , , )
The replacement (4.7), being substituted in Equation (4.6), makes this equation irreversible. The physical meaning of operation (4.7) was disclosed by Lebed (2014c) . Introduce the operation (3.7) of space averaging of functions in Equation (4.6). Let us specify pair functions
( , , , ) ( , , , )
pair distribution function has a meaning of a probable number of particles of i − quality flying apart particles of j − quality after a collision with each other with the centers of mass of which are concentrated in a unit volume element near x and velocities, in a unit interval near ( , ) , i j
G v
at time t . The ( , ) ( , ) ( , , , )
pair distribution function has a meaning of a probable number of particles of i − quality approaching particles of j − quality before a collision with each other with the centers of mass of which are concentrated in a unit volume element near x and velocities, in a unit interval near ( , ) ,
Let us dwell on a case where τ is assumed to be common for all the pairs of i − and j − particles without
In the case of common τ , let us recast Equation (4.6) in terms of pair functions (4.8),
The terms omitted from Equation (4.9) are of the order of v . Integrating Equation (4.9) with respect to the spherical angles yields, 
The terms omitted from Equation (4.13) υ . Without performing the irreversible replacement in Equation (4.13), we integrate this equation with respect to the spherical angles of relative velocity vector. Then, averaging Equation (4.13) within the S region near point x (3.7), and using definitions (4.8), we arrive at the equation:
The solution to the closed set of Equations (4.10) and (4.14) discovers the basic property of the pair distribution functions (Lebed, 1990; 1995) . It shows that the distribution functions ( ) ( , , , )
and ( ) ( , , , )
do not change with time along the trajectory of the center of mass of a pair: 
Here, with due regard for relationships (2.5) and (4.11), one obtains,
The basic property (4.15) means that particle collisions cannot influence the formation of hydrodynamic values constructed on the pair properties of 
Making use Equation (2.6), let us recast Equations (4.17) and (4.18) in terms of the two-particle distributions ( , ) ( , ) 2( , ) 1 1 ( , , , , )
In accordance with ideas of the kinetic theory of gases on a free path, in rarefied gas every particle at every instant finds itself in a dual position, namely, a particle was at once flying away from its latest collision partner and approaching its next collision partner, Figure 1 . These ideas were reflected in Equations (3) and (7) in Lebed (1995) . After transformation on Equations (3) and (7) from Lebed (1995) for a gas mixture they assume the form:
On the other hand, once each particle at any instant reduces from its latest collision partner and simultaneously approaches its next collision partner,
In Equation (4.22), 1( )
F t x ξ is the one-particle distribution function subject to the first equation of the BBGKY hierarchy (Liboff, 1969 
With due regard for Equation (4.22), Equation (4.23) becomes,
The terms omitted from collision integral (4.23) are of the order of
υ . Equation (4.24) was derived by Lebed (2015a) for a gas of identical structureless particles (Equations (2.15)-(2.17) in Lebed (2015a) ). The derivation by Lebed (2015a) remains true for a pair of structureless particles of i -and j -quality in a gas mixture , 1,..., i j L = . Equations (4.21a) and (4.22a), and Equations (4.21b) and (4.22b) are in essence, different representations of the same condition. Indeed, substituting Equation (4.22a) in Equation (4.23) and making use Equation (4.24) derived by Lebed (2015a) , one arrives at Equation (4.21a), while the same operations on Equations (4.22b) yield Equation (4.21b).
It may happen that certain particle can not find a partner to form a pair at some instant (Lebed, 1995) . In deriving Equations (3) and (7) by Lebed (1995) , we disregard particles forming no pair (single particles). Thus, neglect of single particles introduced no distortions into the pattern of evolution of one-particle distribution function (4.24). The aforesaid implies that disregard of single particles fails no introduce anywhere near significant error into the model in the kinetic and hydrodynamic stages (Lebed, 1996a) . v . Making use relationship (2.14) and Equation (2.13), let us express the
function in terms of the two-particle distribution function at the entrance to the domain 0 , i j C . With due regard for Equation (2.6) in Lebed (2015a) , one obtains, 
The terms omitted from Equation ( ( , , ' , ' , )
dependence on b and ε . According to Lebed (2014c) , in order to proceed to the kinetic stage, we replace this function by its average value,
The replacement (4.27), being substituted in collision integral (4.26), makes Equation (4.26) irreversible,
Let us relate one-particle distribution function 1( ) 1 ( , , ) i f t x ξ to pair distribution functions ( , ) ( , ) ( , , , ) div i j app p i j f t x G v . With due regard for relationships (3.10), and (3.11) one obtains, ( , ) ( , ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ,) 1 1 ( , , ) ( , , , )
t x ξ v paired-particle distribution function has a meaning of a probable number of particles of i − quality per an unit volume element near x that at time t move with velocities from an unit interval near 1 ξ and are in the state of flying away from the particles of j − quality with velocities from an unit interval near ( , ) i j v after a collision with each other. The ( , ) ( , ) 1 ( , , , ) app i j p i j f t x ξ v paired-particle distribution function has a meaning of a probable number of particles of i − quality per an unit volume element near x that at time t move with velocities from an unit interval near 1 ξ and are in the state of approaching the particles of j − quality with velocities from an unit interval near ( , ) i j v before a collision with each other.
Definition of Hydrodynamic Values
Let us dwell on a case where τ is assumed to be common for all the pairs. From Equation (4.29) stem the following expressions for hydrodynamic values which are at a time the moments of one-particle distribution function 1( ) (Ferziger & Kaper, 1972), apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol.8, No. 4; 2016 ( ) 
( , ) n n t = x is the local density of particles number, ( ) ( ) ( , ) i i n n t = x is the local density of number of particles of i -quality, ( , ) ρ ρ t = x is the local mass density, ( ) ( ) ( , )
x is the local mass density of particles of i -quality.
i i
In Equations (5.2), ( , ) t U = U x is the hydrodynamic velocity of gas mixture,
x is the hydrodynamic velocity of particles of i -quality, ( ) ( ) ( , )
x is the diffusion velocity of particles of i -quality. The U velocity is specified in terms of average impulse.
kl kl P P t = x is the stress tensor of gas mixture, tensor component ( , ) 
Along with kl P , one has to determine the minor stress tensor,
kl kl
kl kl kl p t P t
Let us integrate Equation (4.28) with respect to 1 ξ . Let us subtract Equation (7.1) with 
Let us multiply Equation (4.28) by 2 1 / 2 i m ξ , integrate it with respect to 1 ξ , and sum up it over i . In Equation (7.1), let the weight function be successively Vol.8, No. 4; 2016 On left hand side of Equations (7.5)-(7.7), all terms proportional to τ explicitly have been discarded. Let usq are given by Equations (5.1)-(5.7). Let us express the measured moments of one particle distribution function in terms of the principle hydrodynamic values. To do this, let us invoke Equations (7.2)-(7.4) and relationships (7.14)-(7.16) relating non-principle hydrodynamic values to principle hydrodynamic values. The zero-order moments assume the form:
The first-order moments assume the form: here, Both the neglect of particles forming no pair and use of common intercollision time τ are the approximations of the same order. In Lebed (1996b) , all these effects were called "terminal". As demonstrated by Lebed (1996a) , neglect of "terminal" effects does not distort gas modeling in terms one-particle distribution function even in kinetic stage. It exerts even lesser effect on the accuracy of hydrodynamic modeling.
The structure of hydrodynamic equations is known to be independent of the form of the law of structureless particle interaction. The interaction law only influences the values of transport coefficients (Ferziger & Kaper, 1972) . It follows that derived multimoment hydrodynamics equations are valid for the description of gas flows with an arbitrary law of interaction of structureless particles. Equations (8.10)-(8.12) were reduced to involve the terms linear in τ . At the hydrodynamic stage of modeling, omitted nonlinear terms correspond to the Barnett accuracy (Ferziger & Kaper, 1972) . It follows that multimoment hydrodynamics equations presented above correspond to Navier-Stokes accuracy of description.
